
Special Needs for Special Kids
also includes google slides 

Special Ed maps &
globes



This unit was created with
this guy in mind.  He has

autism and an intellectual
disability.  He is a non-

reader, has a very short
attention span, and

struggles to sit still. With
some support he is able to
do this unit, and enjoys the

challenge.   He is my tester!!



This unit contains over 100 pages
of material plus 26 google slides.  I

have included a detailed lesson
plan to help you make the most of

everything in this unit including
how to add some group activities.

 
This unit comes in 2 files, one in

color and one in black and white.



The lesson plans contain:

Overall tips for teaching
students with significant
needs



The lesson plans contain:

A quick look at what you
will do each day



The lesson plans contain:

Detailed instructions on
how that day's lesson
should run



This unit comes with a
vocabulary board.  

 
Vocabulary boards are great

for ALL students to assist with
participation and engagement

in group discussions.
 

Tips on how to use in the unit!!
 

(There are NO vocabulary 
cards in this unit.)



There are 2 books, one on maps
and one on globes,  with simple

text and engaging photos. 
 

It comes in pdf version as well
as a voice recorded PowerPoint

(so you don't have to print it
out.)  There is also a movie

version you can use in google
slides.



    There are fact sheets to
review daily as part of the

lesson.



One is errorless
One has wrong answers mixed
in students will have to set
aside

    There are 2 circle maps.  One is
on maps and one is on globes.

 
Circle maps are a great way for
students to see the concept at a
glance.  There are 2 versions:

 
 



There is a Venn diagram
comparing maps and globes.  
There is a color-coded
option included (shown
here) for students who
need more support.



There are 2 labeling activities.
One reviews the main features
of globes, and one the main
features of maps.  Suggestions
for differentiation are included.



There is a writing prompt
where students will write a
story about visiting a place
they find on a map.  This is
an errorless activity.



There is a fun activity where
students will decorate
cookies to look like the globe.



There is also an art activity
where students can add color
to a world map using paints.



There is an 8 question
assessment.
 
There are 3 versions.  This
version has 8 questions
with 3 picture choices for
each question.

     Answer key included.



With this version, you cut
out the answer choices
and glue them on index
cards.  Ask the student
the question, and they
point to the correct
answer.



This is your traditional
multiple choice version.  It
can also be used as a
recording sheet if your
students are using the
version with index cards.



Students can watch a movie book
version of the book rather than
printing it out.

This unit also includes digital
versions of the activities.



Each activity is set up
so students can click
and drag answers.  No
typing is required. 



The second set of slides uses
color for differentiation and
extra support for students who
may need it.  Mix and match
slides from both sets to make
the perfect set for each
student.



7 days of lesson plans
Map and Globe activities in color
Map and Globe activities in black and white
Voice-recorded PowerPoint show
Maps book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Globes book (PowerPoint) to use with activities
Links and directions to digital activities

This resource comes in a zipped folder.  You will need to unzip the folder to
access all the contents which include:


